Type 093.62 Terminal Doubler

New module duplicates terminal

Possibility to terminate a second wire… when necessary.

Features

- Push-in terminals
- Maximum current 6 A at 300 V AC
- Fits all sockets with 39 Series Push-in technology
- Test probe aperture
Suitable for all sockets featuring the Push-in technology of the 39 Series Master INTERFACE

Type 093.62
- Maximum current 6 A at 300 V AC
- Maximum wire size - 1 mm² (with ferrule)
- 1.5 mm² (without ferrule)

These Push-in terminals permit the quick connection of solid or stranded wires, with or without ferrules, through their simple insertion into the terminal.
To extract the wire, first press on the plastic clamp using a screwdriver.
In the case of stranded wires it is necessary to press on the plastic clamp for both the insertion and for the extraction.
It is possible at any time to electrically check the connection through the test probe aperture.